Mein Hausaufgaben
Reise
Y8
Your task is to plan a journey through
Germany. You must have finished your
journey by week commencing 18th May but
your teacher will expect a piece of
homelearning to be handed in every two
weeks as usual!
You have to visit 8 places this term. You
MUST visit ALL of the places with red
stars, you MUST visit at least 2 of the
places with blue stars and you MUST visit
at least 2 of the green stars.
If you do visit 8 or more places you will
be rewarded with 10 Vivos!

Don’t forget to tick off the cities when you
have visited them!

Please keep track of your child’s progress by
completing the table below each time they do a
piece of homelearning.
Week

NUREMBERG
Learn the vocabulary
for fruit and
vegetables for a
vocab test.
BERLIN
Learn the vocabulary
general food items
for a test.
HAMBURG
Teacher’s choice!
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
………………………………….

FRANKFURT
Write out your family’s
shopping list for this week.
It must include at least 10
items! Use the title Meine
Einkaufsliste.
WEIMAR
Complete the quantities
worksheet – ask your
teacher!
STUTTGART
Create a German menu
using the helpsheet from
your teacher.

DRESDEN
Find a German recipe at
www.blindekuh.de/kueche/rezepte.html.
Print it off and translate it
into English!
MUNICH
Create a poster. On one
side you should draw and
label foods that are
GESUND (healthy) and in
the other sides things that
are UNGESUND
(unhealthy).

HEIDELBERG
Write a food diary for
last week. Don’t forget
to use full sentences.

BONN
Imagine that you are
visiting Germany or
Austria. What will you
eat? Research five things.

COLOGNE
You have been told by your
doctor to eat more
healthily. Write 10
sentences using the future
tense saying what you
WILL eat.

HAMBURG
What do Germans eat
at Xmas? Research this
on the internet and
write it in your own
words!
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